Clinical enterprise to aid patients, education

The University of Kansas Medical Center, The University of Kansas Hospital and The University of Kansas Physicians (the physicians’ practice group) are taking steps to formally establish a new, more integrated clinical enterprise and to benefit medical education. These three entities, along with 18 medical foundations (the clinical departments) have agreed to work toward a clinical partnership to enhance health care delivery.
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TODAY'S HEADLINES

Architecture lecturer honored

HealthCare Design magazine has named Frank Zilm, the KU School of Architecture, Design and Planning’s Chester Dean Lecturer, as its Healthcare Design Educator of the Year.
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Holly Storkel named Faculty Fellow

The Center for Undergraduate Research has selected Holly Storkel, associate professor of speech-language-hearing, to serve as the initial Faculty Fellow. This position will work with the Center staff to develop initiatives to support faculty involved with undergraduate research.
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Shannon Criss named Faculty Fellow

The Center for Civic and Social Responsibility has announced Shannon Criss, associate professor of architecture in the School of Architecture, Design and Planning, as the new Service Learning Faculty Fellow.
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MONDAY'S EVENT

KU Opera presents: ‘Tartuffe’
Friday, Jan. 25, 2013
7:30 p.m.-9 p.m.
Crafton-Preyer Theatre
Murphy Hall
View all events

TWITTER

@parkingku Hey #kustudents, tonight’s the first night of @KUSafeBus service for the new semester! Catch a warm ride & #StaySafe! http://ow.ly/h6vyc
View all tweets
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KU ON YOUTUBE

Professor Profile: Meagan Patterson
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